In temporal lobe epilepsy (TLE), advanced neuroimaging techniques reveal anomalies extending beyond the temporal lobe such as thinning of fronto-central cortices. Operculo-insular epilepsy (OIE) is an under-recognized and poorly characterized condition with the potential of mimicking TLE. In this work, we investigated insular and extra-insular cortical thickness (CT) changes in OIE.
INTRODUCTION
The insular cortex is a complex integrative structure involved in a variety of functions including autonomic, sensorimotor, viscero-sensitive, cognitive and emotional functions (Nieuwenhuys, 2012; Uddin et al., 2017) . Recent studies using resting-state or active tasks functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) have unravelled the wide array of somatotopically organized functional circuitry of the human insula, which includes connections with temporo-limbic regions, prefrontal, orbitofrontal andpremotor cortices, supplementary motor area, primary and secondary somatosensory cortices, cingulate cortex, precuneus and occipital lobe (Cauda et al., 2014 (Cauda et al., , 2011 Deen et al., 2011) . Such findings were further corroborated in cortico-cortical evoked potential studies (Almashaikhi et al., 2014) and diffusion tractography studies revealing extensive multilobar connections with the insula (Cerliani et al., 2012; Cloutman et al., 2012; Ghaziri et al., 2017; Jakab et al., 2012) .
The wide spectrum of insular connectivity-related functions accounts for the diverse ictal manifestations observed in operculo-insular epilepsy (OIE) . Insular seizures may present with various seizure manifestations including visceral, affective, autonomic and sensory auras, motor and non-motor seizure types that can mimic parietal, frontal or temporal lobe seizures and render the clinical recognition of OIE arduous Obaid et al., 2017) . Moreover, noninvasive electrophysiological and imaging investigations including scalp electroencephalography (sEEG), ictal single-photon emission computed tomography (SPECT), positron emission tomography (PET) often fail to reveal the precise epileptic origin, eventually eventually requiring invasive EEG monitoring to confirm the location of the epileptic focus (Gras-Combe et al., 2016; Isnard et al., 2000; Mohamed et al., 2013; Ostrowsky et al., 2000; Ryvlin et al., 2006; Weil et al., 2016) . For those reasons, OIE remains a diagnostic challenge and probably underrecognized condition. In patients with drug-resistant OIE epilepsy, accurate identification may lead to successful epilepsy surgery while failure to recognize it may lead to resection of the wrong area and poor post-operative seizure outcome Obaid et al., 2017; Surbeck et al., 2010 ,Alomar et al., 2017 Bouthillier and Nguyen, 2017; Freri et al., 2017; Malak et al., 2009) .
Structural MRI analysis enables in vivo evaluation of the human cortex (Bernhardt et al., 2008; Mechelli et al., 2005) . Voxel-based morphometry (VBM) is a frequently used quantitative A C C E P T E D M A N U S C R I P T method which allows measurement of gray matter volume or density (Bonilha et al., 2010b; Li et al., 2012) . However, VBM has the drawback of neglecting the curvature of the sulco-gyral distribution even when nonlinear registration is performed (Ashburner and Friston, 2000; Lin et al., 2007) , ultimately leading to a reduced sensitivity for detecting differences in cortical anatomy. Submillimetric estimation of cortical thickness (CT) is a more anatomically adapted and sensitive technique that allows measurements across the non-linear pattern of the cortical surface by computing the cortical mantle according to its three-dimensional folding (Lin et al., 2007; Thompson et al., 2004; Tustison et al., 2014) .
Previous studies evaluating the CT in patients with temporal lobe epilepsy (TLE) have revealed distant extra-temporal cortical atrophy of temporo-limbic and fronto-central areas, attributed to seizure propagation through the limited connections of mesiotemporal structures (Bernhardt et al., 2010 (Bernhardt et al., , 2009 (Bernhardt et al., , 2008 Lin et al., 2007; McDonald et al., 2008) . To our knowledge however, no studies have looked at the estimation of CT in patients with OIE. Herein, we sought to assess insular and diffuse extra-insular variations of CT in patients with OIE.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Participants
We studied 14 patients with long-standing refractory OIE (9 females; 33 ± 7 years; 19 -46 years; eight right OIEs and six left OIEs) investigated at the University of Montreal Health Center. Of those 14 patients, nine had an epileptic focus involving only a subregion of the insula (six patients with an anterior insular focus and three with a posterior insular focus) and five patients had a more extensive focus involving both the anterior and posterior insulae. The epileptic focus involved one of the adjacent (frontal, temporal or parietal) operculum in all patients.
These patients were compared to two age-and sex-matched control groups composed of 26 healthy individuals with no neurological or psychiatric disorders (13 females; 28 ± 5 years; 23-40 years) and nine patients with medically intractable TLE (5 females; 27 ± 6 years; 18-36 years; four left TLEs and five right TLEs). As per standardised protocol, every epileptic participant underwent a comprehensive evaluation including a detailed history, neurological A C C E P T E D M A N U S C R I P T examination, review of medical records, prolonged scalp EEG-video recordings and a neuropsychological evaluation. Non-invasive imaging investigations were performed in all epileptic patients and included seizure protocol T1, T2 and Fluid-attenuated inversion recovery (FLAIR) brain MRI sequences and an ictal SPECT. In addition, magnetoencephalography (MEG) was performed in 12 OIE and three TLE patients to further characterize seizure origin.
Confirmation of seizure focus required intracranial EEG recordings in 13 OIE subjects and one TLE participant. Patients with tumoral lesions or vascular anomalies were excluded in both the OIE and TLE groups. All healthy controls (HC) were scanned using the same MRI sequences as the epileptic patients.
MRI and Statistical Analysis
All participants underwent a T1-weighted acquisition on a 3T Achieva X MRI (Philips, the Netherlands) with the following parameters: TR = 8.1 ms; TE = 3.8ms; flip angle = 8°; slices = 176; voxel size = 1×1×1mm, FOV = 230 × 230 mm with an 8-channels head coil.
As performed in previous studies with TLE (Coan et al., 2014; Yasuda et al., 2010) , all images of patients with right-sided OIE or TLE were side-flipped prior to pre-processing which allowed the analysis to be performed uniformly and therefore increase the sample size and the sensitivity of detecting alterations in CT.
Anatomical images were processed with Advanced Normalization Tools -ANTs (Avants et al., 2011; Tustison et al., 2014) , which briefly consists in a bias correction of the T1 image, brain extraction, prior-based 6-tissue probabilistic segmentation, cortical thickness estimation and normalisation on the custom template from Open Access Series of Imaging Studies (OASIS-30_Atropos -http://www.mindboggle.info/data.html). Resulting from this tool, a cortical thickness volumetric image, in the normalized space, was produced for each subject.
We then used the Statistical Parametric Mapping (SPM) software version 12 (from the Wellcome Trust Centre for Neuroimaging;http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/) to smooth cortical thickness maps (full-width at half maximum of 4mm) and to perform the second-level analysis in the VBM method (Ashburner and Friston, 2000) . We calculated statistical t-maps of the following contrasts: OIE vs. TLE and OIE vs. healthy controls (HC). In the design matrix, we added age and gender as covariates for the OIE vs. HC comparison whereas age, gender, the age at onset of (Dale et al., 1999) . We created a mid-surface, a new surface between the pial and white surface for a better volume-to-surface projection. All results obtained with SPM were projected to the mid-surface.
Student's t test and Pearson's chi-squared test were used to compare continuous and categorical clinical variables respectively among the three groups. We used SPSS (IBM SPSS Statistics, Version 21.0, Armonk, NY) for statistical analysis of clinical variables.
RESULTS
Patient population
Except for three patients with cortical dysplasia, all OIE patients had non-lesional epilepsies (11 patients) and therefore diagnosis and inclusion of OIE relied mainly on intracranial EEG monitoring findings. None of these patients exhibited sclerosis of the mesiotemporal region. All OIE participants underwent a partial or radical insular resection with or without an operculectomy (Bouthillier and Nguyen, 2017; Malak et al., 2009 ) with a favourable seizure outcome (Engel class I for 11 patients and II for 3; mean follow-up time 3.9 ± 2.8 years). In all cases, the resection was limited to the epileptic focus: six and three patients underwent an anterior and posterior operculo-insulectomy respectively, whereas five patients had a radical insulectomy with an operculectomy. In the active control group, all TLE patients had hippocampal sclerosis (HS) and medial temporal lobe epilepsy based on diagnostic investigations. The OIE group was statistically similar to both control groups with respect to age and gender (Table 1 ). In addition, OIE and TLE participants did not reveal differences regarding the age at seizure onset or duration of epilepsy (Table 1) . Informed written consent was obtained
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from all participants and the study was approved by the University of Montreal Health Center ethics board.
Group comparison between OIE and healthy controls.
Areas of significant cortical thinning in OIE as compared to HCs are shown in Figure 1 
Group comparison between OIE and TLE.
Areas of significant cortical thinning in OIE as compared to TLE are shown in Figure 2 .
Compared to TLE controls, analysis at corrected thresholds revealed diffuse decrease in CT for OIE patients bilaterally. Within the temporo-insular area, bilateral thinning was observed in the ACCEPTED MANUSCRIPT (Cauda et al., 2011; Deen et al., 2011) . Further evidence of insular connectivity came from intracerebral cortical stimulation using cortico-cortical evoked potentials, which revealed insular connections with adjacent perisylvian and distant neocortical regions involving all four lobes (Almashaikhi et al., 2014) . In these studies, the observed functional connectivity was likely related to the white matter circuitry adjoining the insula to the extra-insular cortex (Almashaikhi et al., 2014; Cauda et al., 2011; Deen et al., 2011) . Indeed, tract-tracing of the insula in nonhuman primates and human tractography studies revealed concordant widespread cortical connections originating from the insula  A C C E P T E D M A N U S C R I P T Mesulam and Mufson, 1982; Mufson and Mesulam, 1982) . In a recent report using tractography, Ghaziri et al. (2017) We also observed thinner cortical regions in patients with OIE as compared to TLE.
Interestingly, we could not identify any region more atrophied in TLE patients compared to OIE patients. The observed findings may potentially be explained by a similar distribution of atrophy for both epilepsies, albeit the degree of atrophy being more severe in OIE. However, although CT analysis comparing TLE patients to HCs was not performed in our study, multiple reports have previously shown a more limited pattern of cortical thinning in TLE, predominantly involving fronto-central and temporo-limbic regions (Bernhardt et al., 2010 (Bernhardt et al., , 2009 (Bernhardt et al., , 2008 Lin et al., 2007; McDonald et al., 2008; Whelan et al., 2018) . Alternatively, it may be possible that the differential pattern of connectivity of both regions (mesiotemporal area and operculo-insular region) is responsible for the pattern of cortical thinning. Whereas mesiotemporal structures are 'limitedly' connected, the insula exhibits a vast array of connections involving the same regions but also the lateral frontal and the medial and lateral parietal and occipital cortices (Bernhardt et al., 2010 (Bernhardt et al., , 2009 (Bernhardt et al., , 2008 Lin et al., 2007; McDonald et al., 2008) . Such wide connectivity likely reflects the wider functional spectrum of the insula, a highly integrative region.
A C C E P T E D M A N U S C R I P T
Whereas mesiotemporal structures are limitedly connected, the insula exhibits a vast array of connections involving the same regions but also the lateral frontal and the medial and lateral parietal and occipital cortices (Bernhardt et al., 2010 (Bernhardt et al., , 2009 (Bernhardt et al., , 2008 Lin et al., 2007; McDonald et al., 2008) . Such wide connectivity likely reflects the wider functional spectrum of the insula, a highly integrative region.
We evaluated the CT using the latest-state-of-the-art method of cortical surface analysis, namely ANTs. Coregistration and normalization methods play a critical part in VBM studies, and poorly registered images may lead to irrational findings (Bookstein, 2001) . We chose to use the ANTs software because of the symmetric diffeomorphic image registration (Avants et al., 2008 ) that has been indicated to be one of the best inter-individual co-registration amongst 14 other methods (Klein et al., 2009 ). Moreover, this tool produces cortical thickness maps, measured in millimeters, while tools like SPM typically create grey matter volume maps. We believe CT offers a higher inter-individual cortex-to-cortex accuracy. The diffeomorphic registration based cortical thickness (DiReCT) measure derived from ANTs is robust and well established in the literature (Tustison et al., 2014) . It keeps a strong correspondence between maps even in the presence of different noise levels, has a good ability to recover buried sulci and deep curvatures, uses a volumetric diffeomorphic correspondence model, incorporates a natural geometric definition of thickness, and encodes thickness measures within the volumic domain, enabling voxel-wise statistics (Das et al., 2009 ).
The pathophysiology of extra-insular gray matter atrophy observed with CT analysis in epileptic patients remains uncertain. Previous electrophysiological studies in patients with TLE demonstrated that the pattern of atrophy reflects the route of seizure spreading within the temporo-limbic network (Wennberg et al., 2002) . Seizure spreading has been shown to result in glutamatergic excitotoxicity within the regions involved in the epileptic network, eventually resulting in neuronal death and dysfunction of inhibitory GABA-A-ergic interneurons (Bernhardt et al., 2009; Sanabria et al., 2002; Zilles et al., 1999) . Ultimately, dysfunctional GABA-A-ergic activity may contribute to the maintenance of epileptic activity within areas of seizure spreading (Ragozzino et al., 2005) , likely potentiating distant excitotoxicity and concomitant neuronal death. Another possible explanation for the distant cortical atrophy may come from the loss of input from the region of the epileptic focus, resulting in deafferentation and neuronal loss
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A C C E P T E D M A N U S C R I P T (Bonilha et al., 2010a) . Even though these hypotheses originate from studies in TLE, the rationale stems from a dysfunctional epileptic network involving white matter tracts connectingvarious cortical areas and can therefore also be applied to extra-temporal epilepsies. It is reasonable to believe that the observed atrophy in patients with OIE may result from the same pathological processes affecting a widespread cortical network structurally connected to the insula and its operculae.
Comparing patients with OIE and HCs revealed a widespread pattern of cortical thinning involving all four lobes. Whether these changes have a clinical correlate is unclear but, interestingly, recent studies have identified various neuropsychological deficits in patients with long-standing OIE or patients assessed several months/years afterlimited damage (in appearance at least) to the operculo-insular area from an ischemic stroke or surgical resection (Baier et al., 2013; Bamiou et al., 2006; Clark et al., 2014; Dronkers, 1996; Mak et al., 2005; Von Siebenthal et al., 2016) . For instance, insular damage resulting from focal brain lesions or surgical resection have been associated with various cognitive biases affecting decision-making and impairments in sensitivity to expected value when choosing between risky or safe decisions (Clark et al., 2014; Von Siebenthal et al., 2016) . In our study, CT of subregions of the orbito-frontal area, a key region in reward/decision-making circuitry that is functionally and structurally connected to the anterior insula (Canessa et al., 2013; Deen et al., 2011; Ghaziri et al., 2017) , was remarkably decreased in patients with OIE. Deficits in temperature perception have also been reported following unilateral damage to the posterior insula (Baier et al., 2014) . It is conceivable that the significant perirolandic atrophy found in our study might partially contribute to this deficit in sensorimotor processing. Our group also previously reported the neuropsychological performance in 18 patients with OIE before and after partial or complete insulectomy (Boucher et al., 2015a) . In this study, preoperative neuropsychological assessment revealed that verbal fluency, picture naming and verbal memory encoding were consistently altered in patients with left OIE whereas visuospatial memory encoding was impaired in patients with right OIEs (Boucher et al., 2015a) . Interestingly, our study revealed notable cortical atrophy in mesiotemporal and lateral temporal regions mainly ipsilateral but also contralateral to the seizure focus. Finally, impairment in recognition of facial expressions was observed in patients with insular penetrating brain injuries (Boucher et al., 2015b; Dal Monte et al., 2013) . Mild occipital atrophy was detected in patients with OIE, potentially contributing to the deficits in visual
A C C E P T E D M A N U S C R I P T processing. Whether these neuropsychological deficits are in part explained by subtle damage to areas connected to the insula is purely speculative at this time.Nevertheless, the multimodal functions of the insula and its extensive multilobar structural connections combined with the consistent recruitment of diffuse cortical regions during insular-activating tasks in fMRI studies suggest that extra-insular dysfunction could possibly contribute to the neuropsychological deficits observed in patients with insular damage from various causes including OIE.
The pattern of cortical atrophy in OIE as compared with TLE seems to correspond with the more widespread connections of the insula to adjacent lobes. Patients with TLE were included on the basis of the presence of hippocampal sclerosis and concordant semiology and non-invasive investigations. We would therefore expect to observe more significant atrophy of the mesiotemporal structures in patients with TLE. However, we unexpectedly noted more cortical thinning within this region in patients with OIE than TLE. A possible explanation for this conflicting finding may be related to the difficulty in precisely identifying pure operculo-insular foci. Patients with suspected insular epileptic foci may in fact exhibit a larger epileptogenic zone that may also involve the mesiotemporal structures (i.e. temporo-insular epilepsy) (Barba et al., 2017 (Barba et al., , 2007 . In our study, invasive monitoring was performed in most patients (13/14) and seizure control was observed in all OIE participants (Engel I/II), suggesting that the epileptic focus may rightfully originate from the insula or its operculae. Furthermore, the duration of epilepsy was similar in both groups and therefore the severity of epilepsy in OIE patients is an improbable explanation for these findings. Alternatively, we believe that the limited resolution of MRI may have resulted in overlapping voxels between the insular cortex and the mesiotemporal structures, two areas only separated by a few millimeters, therefore falsely attributing subregions to the wrong area on the template during normalization.
The present study provides unique information regarding the pattern of cortical atrophy observed in patients with OIE. It is however limited by the number of subjects, which is at least in part attributed to the rarity of OIE. To overcome this limitation, patients with both lesional and nonlesional OIE were combined in the analysis. In this regard, the three patients with insular cortical dysplasia could potentially have increased the CT focally and influence the between-group analysis. However, we observed atrophy within the insula, and excluding those patients who typically exhibit local increase in CT in areas of cortical dysplasia would likely have reinforced
A C C E P T E D M A N U S C R I P T our findings. In addition, the anterior and posterior insulae seem to present a differential pattern of connectivity. Various functional and structural connectivity studies have shown that the anterior insulais highly linked to the anterior cingulate gyrus, the orbitofrontal cortex and the prefrontal area whereas the posterior insula is more connected to the perirolandic, parietal and temporoparietal cortices (Almashaikhi et al., 2014; Cauda et al., 2012; Cerliani et al., 2012; Deen et al., 2011; Ghaziri et al., 2017; Zerouali et al., 2016) .In our study, the epileptogenic focus involved either the anterior, posterior, or the whole extent of the insula. It is therefore conceivable that foci within different subregions of the insula might have resulted in distinctive connectivity-related distributions of atrophy.
. Despite these drawbacks, the rarity of pure OIEs drove the inclusion and clustering of all patients into a unique group with the aim of optimizing the statistical comparison. Furthermore, patients with right-sided OIE or TLE were side-flipped, allowing the analysis to be performed uniformly. Side-flipping in patients with a unilateral epileptic focus is a frequently performed step in quantitative MRI studies (Keller et al., 2015; Yasuda et al., 2010) . Such data pooling enables to improve statistical power and facilitates detection of atrophic regions (Yasuda et al., 2010) . A potential limitation lies in the asymmetrical brain atrophy sometimes observed in TLE, revealing a more widespread atrophy in dominant hemisphere TLE (Kemmotsu et al., 2011; Liu et al., 2016) . While this issue is justified in TLE subjects, the inter-hemispheric difference is less marked in OIE subjects for which both structural and functional MRI studies revealed a more similar, albeit not identical, insular connectivity pattern (Cerliani et al., 2012; Deen et al., 2011; Ghaziri et al., 2017) . It is therefore conceivable that cortico-cortical insular connections would lead to homologous distribution of cortical atrophy regardless of the side of seizure onset.
Like any neuroimaging tools, ANTs uses the best information it can acquire from the data it is analyzing. Hence, the main limitations are the resolution of the maps, restraining the ability to appropriately map the sulco-gyral anatomy of the regions, as well as the accurate classification of cortical tissues such as white and grey matter in areas heavily myelinated. Other limitations include the smoothness of the images, which reduces the spatial resolution, the different image acquisition protocols and the diverse data processing (Han et al., 2006) . In addition, subjective differences such as subjective plasticity or heredity may also play a role (He et al., 2007) .
A C C E P T E D M A N U S C R I P T
Furthermore, we used a linear model to assess differences between groups, while the brain appears to be changing in a non-linear way, and differently between regions (Sowell et al., 2003) . However, with the current number of participants, it would be difficult to run a non-linear analysis, and it is recommended to first assess linear changes and explore non-linear components later with more participants. Another limitation is performing the analysis in the volume and then projecting it to a 3D representation of the surface of the brain. Indeed, because of smoothing and coregistration approximations, part of a significant region may be projected on the wrong gyri and create a spurious cluster (Das et al., 2009 ). However, we reported the significant regions automatically with xjview on volumic data and 3D representations serve only a visualisation purpose.
CONCLUSION
Our results reveal, for the first time, insular and diffuse extra-insular atrophy in patients with OIE. The pattern of atrophy in OIE included the insula and adjacent operculae, the orbitofrontal, mesiotemporal and lateral temporal cortices as well as the perirolandic region. In addition, contrasting the CT in patients with OIE and TLE revealed a more significant atrophy in the former. Obviously, these preliminary observations will need to be reproduced inlarger studies.
Future studies should also attempt to establish if these morphological changes are related to epileptic activity and propagation patterns. 
